The impact of single versus repeated exposure of mice to Toxocara canis.
Infection with T. canis can alter dramatically the brain and behavior of the host. Previous results suggest that if the mammalian host is exposed either simultaneously to lead, or has a history of prior exposure to that toxic substance, the magnitude of the behavioral reaction to T. canis may be modified or even reduced. The present data suggest that the magnitude of both the behavioral and tissue/immune reactions may be less if the organism has multiple, instead of a single exposure, to T. canis. Lead, and perhaps other environmental toxicants may alter neurotropic products of the parasite, the behavior of the parasite, and/or reactivity of the host in the presence of the parasite. Such considerations may help explain, in part, the relative rarity of reported toxocariasis in humans, despite the fact that serological indices suggest that exposure to T. canis may be as high as 7% of the world population.